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FOREWORD ,

.

The place of the prgfessions in higher education in some ways is
paradoxical'.' Typically, cbmpetition for atlmissibn to profeskonal
programs is brisk and yet society recognizes an obligatiqp to subsi-
dize high cost professional_ education heavily, notlonly to assure
adequacy of supply but, in addition, to procvide free access to
professional education for all qualified residents, Also, the origin
of college educgion, in the United States were largely directed
toward preparation of those entering the professions; still, lot
years, much professional training was conducted outside the higher
educational structure, through systems of apprenticeship.
- Another paradox aboat professional education is the fact that

deficiencies in supply of professional services seem to be difficult to
correct simply by increasing production. In-our free society it is
difficult, if not impossible, to devise a workable, acceptable meth-
od of assuring a distribution of professionals, whether geograph-
ically or in terms of specialties, to !neet all needs..

Anotherpublication in this 30th anniversary series, The Closing
System o7 Academic Employment. cleats with ways in which insti-
tutions are adapting to the over production of academic personnel.
The following paper. lea'cIS up to a concern about potential over-
production of personnel;in three important professions, even while
society realizes that many of its needs for ervices in these protes-t
sions continue to be unmet. 4

The Board Eratefully acknowledges the contribution made by fhe
author of this report, Eva C. Galambos, Research Associate,.
Southern Regional Education Board.

Winfred I.. Godwin
President .

-%
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INTRODUCTION
k

At no level of higher' education has the commitment*of the
Southern states to its,young people been greater than in providing
opportunities for professional education. Although professional

. education, in terms of dollars spent per student, is -the most
'expensive sector of the entice higher educational establiihment, the
Southern states have been generous in providing opportunities for
young people who wish 'to enter a profession. Until very recent
years, the South's share of the nation's first professional degrees
exceeded its share of other advanced degrees. The South still
produces a higher shafe of`the nation's first professional clegree,s

than of doctorates in the arts and sciences.
a

TABLE ,1

-SREB.Shire of Advanced pegees
Granted in the United States

Vaster's - Ph. D.'s

1960-61- 18.8% 13.1%7
1976-71 20.0' 18:9

:1975-76 253 22.0 .

First Professional Degrees and Ph.D.'s
a Percentage of Total Degrees grant

1969-70*
1975-76

SRE13.5tates

Finst

Professional
3.5 %
4.3

ional
.6%
.1

24.5

nited Stares

First

Ph.D.'s rbfessional Ph.D.'s
2.1 Wo 3.4% 2.8 %a

2.1 4.6 2.5

The definition of first prbfessional
the distribution of,degrees by levels

e professional 'fields
hea medicine, veterin
this paper. Expansion int
cation in these fields wa
-e;(tqnd access to desi
increase the supply,

grees was changed, in 1969, so that
or prior years is not comparable.

ere expansion has been particularly
medicine and law --aretxamined in

South for'providing professional edit-
tidertaken to meet twin objectiv,es -to

e prOfessions to young people, and to
needed professionals in underserved areas:
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The high economic and social status of doctors, lawyer's and vet-
erinarians has created partictilar pressure on public officials'in the
nation, as well as the region, to. facilitate entry into these profeS.
sions by providing more educatiorial opportunities.

The vestiges of past economic deprivation lefr the South with a
heritage of 'many severely underserved areas. To overcome the
effects of past regional underproduction and net out-migrationeof
professionals from the region, the Southern states have devoted
their resources to eradicating these deficits through the expansion

. of professional education.
= Now that much of this eXpariSion is bearing fruit, the- time has

come to evaluate how the.objectives have been met. Just)ow much
expansion has occurred? Hag' enough prcigreis been made in pro-
viding opportunitiei for professional education in medicine, vet-
erinary medicine and lawT Has the expansion of professional'
education improved supply and demand relationships within the
region? Is further expansion of professional education indicated to
unptove the situation in underserved areas? These are the issues to
be examined foy the three professional fieldS upon which this paper
will focus.

This analysis' proceeds from an econoinist's perspective, with a
quantitative approach. While there are many_iniportant probleins
regarding desirable directions of professional edu,cition, such as the
eternal struggle between preparation for research or service, this
,paper deals primarily withthose issues related to supply and
demand Of priifessional manpower.

Irt the area of medical education, the current method of financing
medical services is taken as a "given," since at this joint the effects
of any changes _would be based only on speculation. Althbugh
methods of financing medical Services constitute an important,
national policy issue-, they are not evaluated in this paper, which
deals with education rather than financing.

Moreover, supply and demand balances in medicine, veterinary .

medicine and law are evaluated in terms of perceived actual trends
rather thin of what "ought. to be." The approach, therefore,

, differentiates 'effective demand" froT ;:needs," regardless of the
desirability of the various criteria which are often used to describe
"need." While 'this orientation may seem callous to some, it
recognizes the reality of a world of finite resources which protiebly
cannot be stretched to fulfill all 4...urnan needs in the foreseeable
future.

To evaluate supply arid den3and components fOr the three fields,
data are presented primarily for the past decade. The starting year
chosen for wasuring changes in the three fields,was varied slightly"
in order to catch the particular period when the greatest impetus for
expansion took place and to accominbdat -data availability.



MEDICAL EDUCATION

Ho*Much Expansion Has Occurred?

Bore evaluating the effects of medical educati expansion,,it is
irredrtant to document its dimensions. Medical education in the
regicin has made impressive guantitatiVe gains during this decade

...Sincet1970, the region has opened;or is in the process of opening
10 neW medical schools half of all the new medical schools in the
natio' =during this time,

Me ical school gradates from schools in the region constitutea
grow share of the national output of new doctors. As shown in
Table first-year medical school spaces in the region have
increas 74 percent since 1969, as' compared' to 60 percent
natibnaI'. The current regional share of first-year spaces-ls 29
percent, -,verAis 26 percent in 1968-69. The regional share* of
graduatekwill rise farther when future completions more, fully
reflect theinew schools not yet included in this year's first enroll-
inents Past Tennessee,. East Carolina, Texas Atz/v1, Marshalr
University, and possibly Morehouse College (which has-received a
letter of reasonable tissurance 42ccreditation) and the expansions
of otherye,ceritly, developed medical schools which have not yet
reachertheir iirojected full class sizes -- Vuth Alabama, South
Florida, TexasTe,ch,-Eastern Virginia and South Carolina MediCal
Schools. By 19$5, the region Is expected to graduate 4;700
physicians annually. as compared to the current 4,000. A 'some-
what smaller share of the increase in total first -year enrollirient in
the South (78 percent) was accounted for by expansion of existing
scilools rather than creation of new schools; for the nation as a
whole, existing schoolg accounted for $7 percent of.the expansion.

Not only. has the -region strengthened its role in providing ,
medical education, spaces, but college graduates from Southern
states also constitute a rising-share of medical school:acceptances in
the United States. As shown in Table 37 in 1968 -69 first-year
students hailing from Southern states garnered 26 percent of all
medical school acceptances, /hether enrolled within or outside of
their states of residence. By 197b-77, this regional share had risen to
28 percent.

Altho" ugi in the region the acceptance rate is still below the
national average, measured against total state population, when
acceptance rates are viewed agatitst a state's production of,
bachelor's degrees (the potential pool of medical school applicants),
the region ranks above ,theUnited States average. In 1976-77, the

4
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TABLE 2

- Medical School Enrollments and Graduates
SREB States, 1968-69 to 1977-78

1968:69' 197041

Fimt-Year Eniollmentsa
Percent Increase

1977-78 1969-78

i .
SREB States 2,593 3,133 4,521 74%

United States 9,863 11,362, 15,742 60

. -. 1. '

South as a Percent' 26% 28% 29'6,0

of U.S. \

' Graduatesa

SREB States 2,215 2,451 4,019 81

United States 8,059 8,979 14,856 84

South as a Percent
of U.S.

27% 27%0 27%

aFor 1977778, 34 medical schools are included in the SREBdata, And 116 in
the United States. New medical schools in the region not included are East

Tennessef, East Carolina, Texas A&M, Marshall University (all currently.

in operation) and M6rehquse University, which has a letter of reasonable'
assurance of accreditation from the Liaison Committee of Medical
EdUcation.

SITurce: HEW, Public Health Service, Health Resources Administration,
Health Professions Schools Selecteil_Enroltment- Data, 1970-71/I977-78,:
October, 194; -Medical Edu&tion in the U.S.', Journal-of the American
Medical Association, November, 1969, p. 155.

4 V
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TABLE 3

_State Residents Entering Medical SchoolRelated to Pop4lation
. and Bachelor's Degrees, 1968-69, 1976-V,

.

Number Entering Number Entitling per State Rank in Number Entetutg per
from Statea 103,800 Pispulation Populatimt42... LOCO Bachelor's Degrees

1968-64 1976-77. 1968-69 1976-77 1968-69 1976-77 f 1968-69 '19;6-77

State Rank in
Bachs16r's

Degree Ratio

1968-69 197.6-77

Alabama
Arkansas
Florida )
Georgia 187
KerituckY 172
Louisiana 182
Maryland 232

Mississippi 105,
NorthCarcilina 129
South Carolina 113

115 .
1.21
239

Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
West Virginia..

-SREB States
United States

SoUth as a Per-
cent of U.S. N

218
429
177
75

26%

Z57 3.3 7.0 44 -15 18.0 31 15 7

130- 6.1 .62 .. 6 22 * 22.0 18.6 5 13
421 4.0 .5.0 . 36 ' 29 16.8 16.0 -- 17 22

285 4.2 5.7 32 26 ,, 17.3
.

17.9 14 2Q

2.37 5.4 6.9 13 1-6 17.9 19.7 10 10
365 5.0 9.5 21 7 17.8 22,7 ' 11 5
348 6.3 8.4 5 10, - 24.1 >21.4 3

165 4.5 7.0 24 15 15.5 17.1 21 19
262 2.6 7 4.8 50 .. 31 8.9 11.2 44 37
184 4.3 6.5 31 19 18.1 17.0 9 20

269 S.5. 6.4 12 20 17.8 15.3 12 24
762 4.0 6.1 38 14_0 15.2 24 25
363 3.9 .7.2 39 13 16.2 ' 19.0 19
86 a 4.2 4.7 33, 32- 12.9 10.2 30 40-
- 4.3 6.40. 16.0 16.7

4.9 6.9 15..4" 16.2

For whom addresses are known.

Source.- Medical Education in the United States,- Journal of the American Medical Association.. Decem
and November. 1969. p. 1558- '

1
1977. p. 2837,
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region placed 15.7 per 1,000 bachelor's degrees in medical schools,
while the national average was 16.2 per 2,000:

The disappointment on the part of parents- ald students upon
rejection by medical schools has contributed to the pressure to

medical education opportunities. Although in 1976-77, in
the United Statesthere were still 2.7 applicants per each acceptance
to medical schools, this ratio is la slight drop gam the previous
years, when it had.been 2.8. After years of rising, the.absolute
number of applications has actually decreased during the past three
years. Indeetl, the Association of American Medical Colleges hai
,recently voiced conki over a precipitou's 10 percent drop in
.applications.1

There is evidence, moreover, that medkal school applicants
froM Southern states, on a relative basis, are not faring badly. As
shown in Table 4, the .average nrcentage of acceptances of
applicants from the 14 Southern states was 39 percent in 1975-76,

,as compared bo 36 percent nationally.. The five ,states with
*acceptance rates Tower than the United States average are Florida,
Maryland,' North Carolina, .South Carolina and West Virginia.
Maryland, however, ranked tenth in the nation in 1976-77 in terms
of state residents entering medical schools relative to total popula-
tion, and the other four states have all either added new medical
schools or expanded entering clAsses sinceYthe year to which the
acceptance data pertain.
. If the objective of expanding medical school opportunities was
meant to accommodate all who sought admission, then the
expansion hasnot, met 'the objective. If the success of this objective ty

can be measured in ,ternis of the regidn's success relative to the
nation, then the objective has been met, There are two reasons why
it ik unlikely that medical education should, or would ever, be
expancted.Suffichintly to accommodate all who want "in": f) a
large part ofinedical education is publicly financed, and 2) main- 3
tenince of professional excellence implies a- process of selection,
which is tantamount to acceptance of dome applicants and rejection
of others.. If expansion is sufficient when the likelihood of
acceptance in the region exceeds the nation's, perhaps the objective
of providing Wider medical educational opportunity for the young
people of the South has been met.

The Supply-of Physicians"
1.

Increasing the supply of physicians has been the foremost
objective in the expansion of medical schools. The national supply
of physicians aper.100,000 populatiOn has made dramatic pins..
risingtng Trom 440 00,000 in 1960 to 176 by 1975.2 Thera are

' 6
r 1.



currently 100,000 medical students and physicians in training, or
approximately one-third as many as in active practice. As they
progress through the training pipeline, the supply of phygicians is
expected to rise to 217 per 100,000 in 1985, and 220-254 per 100,000

1990:3 .

- The Carnegie COuncil estimates a ratio of 210:218 per J00,000 by
1985,4n the bagis of lower projections of pppulation and physician
supply than were used by the Bureau of _Health Resources
Development. Only two nations in 1969 had physician; population
ratios exceeding 200 per 100,000 Israel and theU.S.S.R. Unusual
tonditibns account for the high ratios in both nations, the immigra-
tion-of physicians to1srael, and the lack of allied health manpower-
in the Soviet Union. 4 .

TABLE 4'
,

. .Tirst-Ycar Medical Class Acceptance Rates, 1975-76
r

Percent f Applicants
Accepteda RankState

Alabama 43.8% 11
-.Arkansas 41.8 15:5
Florida 31.7 45

i .
Georgia-, 41.8 15.5

4 Kentucky 42.6 13.5
Louisiana . 45.2.' . 8
Maryland 14.7 37'

"Mississippi , 43.1 . 12
North Carolinq 36:1 31
South Carolina: 35.7 33

Tennessee ' 38.9 22--
Texas 39;6 ;s ... 20
Virginia . '39 :5 ' 21
West Virginia 35.8 32_
SREB States. 38.8
United States 36.3 . - .. ...

it . WaBy state of residence . .
'

Source; Trayi's L. Gordon and Davis G. Johnson, "Medical School
A___Npplicants," Journal of Medical Eduration:SeptrVer, 1977, P. 719.

..
.. .
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Although no one is certain what stresses might be placed 'on
medical manpOwer ih or when some, forrn of national 'health
insurance is enacted, there is a widespread agreement in national

pOticy that- the overall physician shortage has been corrected.
Congress during the past three years has put the brakes on subsidies

to expand manpower in the medical and other health professions.

The Carter administration, although presumably committed to
eventual enactment ofsorne typ; of national health insurance, in its

1979 budget recommends phaling out capitation support for medi-

cal schools because the physician shortage has been overcome.

. National policy anti the health profession's concerns have shifted

dramatically in recent years fro4n increasing the, total 'supply to
iMproving the diitribution of physicians both geographically and
by specraltie.s. Progress toward improving geographic distribution
is often eyaluated by use ofsphysidian/population ratios.-The use of

such ratios as the only criterion tg evaluate physician distribution

has been seriously questioned. Utilization or demand for physicians
varies because of factors such' as tradition, age,composition,

culture, income, attitudes and the availability' of other., health

manpower.s. An area withtlower ratios_rnay or may not consider

itself to bean anderserved area. Indeed, states with very different
Physicjih/population ratios have been shown fo have quite similar-
health -indices of their respective populations. The availability of

doctors ,does not seem to be a strong indicator, of how healthy a

peoplll be:
. Also, if the average" ratio is the criterion for measuring distrjbta-
tional shortages then, as averages. increase, by difinition there
would always be shortage' areas; regardless. of whether by some
other substantive criterion the area were Well-served. Time rather

than distance may be a rnore'relevant factor in meavring access tri%

physicians. Physician/population ratios dS not take into eccount
--that population in some rural area without a doctor may be closer

to a physician in travel time than people in congested urban areas.

Despite the above caveats, tatios still'constitute one important
criterion by which to measure shortage areas. The difference in

1976 between 468 active non-federal physicians per 100,000
population in-the District of.Columbia wrsus only 92 in Mississippi

is obviously so large as to cause conarn. Changes in physician/
population iaties,from 1970 to 1976 are shown in Table 5 and
F igure 1. Although the relative increase in tee ratios has been
faster in the regitthAan for the United States, all the Southern

-states. except Maryland stahave ratios lower than the national

average.
Many rural areas in Southern states still lack sufficien access to

doctors. Approximately 500, or almost one-third of the officially)

'8'
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I.
designated Critical Health Medical Shortage Areas (CHMSA's) in
the nation are found in Southenn states. (These areas are so
designated in order. to become eligible fir National Health Service

Corps assistance.) .

TABLE 5

Physiciarts*to Civilian Poi;tilation Ratios; 1970 and 1976

Physiciarisa per 100;600
Population' Relative Increase

1970. 1976 1970-76

Alabama . 85 104 22.%

Arkansas 85 101 19
Florida .127 161 27

'

Georgia- 103 125- 21
Kentucky
Louisiana

98
41,5

133 36
16

Maryland 174 217 25

eilississiipt . 79 92 16'
North Caroline, . 105 131 25

South 'Carolina - 87 . 113.,.
30

Tennessee 114 140 23
.Texas 111, , 134 ./21

Virginia 117 .. '145. 24

West Virginia ,4 . 425

SR States
x

111 138 24
U ited States.

t,
.139 163 17

aActive non - federal physicians

Source: HEW, Public Health Service, Health Serviies and Mental Health
Administration, Health Resources Statistics, 1971, American 'Medical
Association, Physician Distribution and Medkal Licensure in the United
States, 1976, Chicago, 4977.

0
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less than 17% 0'

17% -.4 %

-25 'c?o and over II
, J

4 v

FIGURE 1 .

Piwician Population Ratios
Perrentage Iricreas%, 1970-1976

. -.aricI.1976 Ratibs

301/112

NOTE: Percentage increase for the U.S.: 17%
The ratio =of active non-federal physicians. per 100;000 civilian
population; /976, is shown for each state. The U.S. ratio is 1'63.

a
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'In addition to geographic maldistribution; the other nationally,----6?
recognized issue centers on the proportion of physicians in
specialized versus primary care. Geographic and specialty distribu-
tion issues .are interrelated, since sparsely populated rural -areas
cannot support highly specialized physicians. Thus, in older to , -

disperse physicians, it is reasonable ,tn assume that with more
primary care physicians at greater number of doctors would'settle
in the hinterlands.

. ,

Primary care physicians have constituted a declining propoition
of total physicians-during the past 50 years. As shown in Table o;
this trend has continued in recent years despite national policies to -

5trengthen primary care. 'in 1970, 42, percent' of all non-federal
physicians in the United States were in the four, primary care areas
of general practice, internal medicine, pediatrics and obstetrics-
gynecology. ty197t the proportion had declined to 40 percent.
General- practice Es. hich includes family practice) had further
declined as a share of the total, 'although internal medicine and

.pediatrics had gained slightly, thus offsetting to some degree the
declines in general practice.

'The pine trend toward lesser concentration in primary care
occurred in most SOuthern states, although in almost all of them
the proportion of *physicians in general practice exceeded the
'national average. As might be expected, the more rural states have
the greatest concentration of general practitioners, while in urban
Maryl'and, with one of the highest physVan/population ratios of
the nation, only -nine perCent of ailonon-federal physicians are in

general practice.,
The explanation of the concentration of physicians in specialties

rather than in primary care is the same as in all other professions
dealing with scientific or technical subjects and the explosion of
Idowledge. There is too much to be learned; thus, doctors, in order

to feel competent and tb mister what is:known- and yet to 'Be`

learned, tend to specialize. The patttrn is similar for engineers,
physicists, and other scientists.

Qther reasons often cited -for the increasing specia,lization of-
physicians are the greater monetary returns of specialized practice,
and the influence of, role models in medical education. (The faculty
in medical schools is composed of specialists rather than
generalists.)

National policy as enunciated in the 1976 Health Professions
Education Act hasjetermined that the trend toward` specialization
of physicians must be reversed and that special emphasis must be

given to expanding the production of physicians who constitute
the first-point of contact for the population, i.e., family practi-
tioners, internists and other primary care physicians. As -an



affirmation of this objective, the 197,6 Act decreed that by 1r0, 50
Percent of all residencies should be in primary care if medical
schools. are to continue to receive: capitation grants to educate
doctors. According to the U.S. ContgoNsional Conference Commit-
tee re6 port. on The 1977 Amendment to the-Act, this goal has been
met .

TABLE 6

Percentage Physiciansa in Primary Care Specialties
. 1970 anci,1976

General Internal;,
Practice Medicine Pediatrics'' 011-tY1V

CP
1970 1974- 1970 1976 1970 1976 1070 1976

Alabama 2% 18-%. lb% 13 % 6% *6% 7%, 7%

,Arkinsas 33 27 8 9 .4 4 5. 4

Florida 14 13 - 10 11 4 6- 5 ,

Georgia 18 1,4 11 13 "" 6 6 8

Kentucky 27 21 9' 12 1'5 6 -5

Louisiana 20 15 -10 4. 11 6 5 8 6

Maryland 11 9 415 16 7 7 8 -7

Mississippi 31 25 8 9 e 5 5

North Carolina, 20 16 . 12 14 6 6

South Carolina 20 23 8- . 10 5 -5

Tennessee ,18 14 12 14 6 6 6.
Texas 23 1 10 11, 6 5 6

Virginia 20 15 12 11 6 6 . ;6 6

West Virginia 24 '16 11 4 5 5 5

SREB States 20 16 ." 11 1.2 *, 6 6 ;;
kUnited Statei 18 `" 14-. .12, 14 5 ../16

Acti.ve and non-active nob-federal physicians
PPkdiatrics in 1970 iittludes Pediatrics and Pediatric Cardiologi,

6
.6

Source: HEW, public Health Service. Health Services4nd t ferttal Health
Administration, Health Reources Statistics' p. 1 6f American
Medical Association, Physician Distribution and Medical. Licensure in the
U.S.. 1976, Chicago:1977, p.96.
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Strategies to Effect Improved Distribution of Physicians

Various strategies have been. developed to Improve the distribu-
tion of physicOns, and the Sotithern Slates have been in the fore-
front in the, implementation of many such policies. The most
important strategy from an 'educational perspective has been the
one of expanding medical schools in the region and reserving the
major portion of the expansion for in-state students in the hope
that, when they graduate, they will remain within the state. The
expansion of medical school slots has been tremendous, as detailed
earlier, butt residency 'training of young doctors is Probably more
impBrtant in affecting final practice locations. The state_ in which
doctors finish theif training has a greater bearing on where they
will practice-than where,they attend medical school.?

How successful has the region been in providing medical
residency training? The signals are not as hear as they are in regard

,to exren g Medical school educatibn. In terms of the total-
numbf of residencies, in 1976 there were almost four times as
many esidency positions offered in the South as .the number of
graduates of medical schools (see Table 7)- If average residency
training is assumed tq last 3.5 years, the totalimmber offered from ..

this standpoint would seem sufficient. FOr,tharst;year residencies,
there were 5,584 offered positions as compared to 4,521 lirst-year
medic 1 school enrollpi-elitsfor the current year..

Froii) a different perspective, however, medical residency educa-
tion in the .regioh may not be adequate since it 'zioes not have the
same holding power ion medical school graduates several
Southern states as is true nationally. In 1976, 43 percent of inteiiis
'and I/dents w'ho were educated within Medical schools in the
regid,r'remajned in their states of graduation for further training.
this is approximately the sameas the Rational 4 e cent who
remained in the same -state after graduation from tnedlcarschool.

Thus, approximately 60 percent. of all medical school graduates
move to.different states for residencies.: A huge game, of musical
chairs takes place upon gradnation from 'medical -school; which'
presents no net drain oii the state if as many graduates enter a state
for training as the number who leave the state. On that score,
several states in the region are net exporters, i.e., they graduate
more medical studepts than the sum total tiiey attract to further
training from their own and other states. For example, as shown in
Table 8, in 1976, 286 interns and residents originated from West
Virginia medical schools (column 1). Of these, 119 remained in
training in.West Virginia (coIumn'2), representing 42 percent of thee
medical school output in the state. With the addition of graduates
from other states' medical schools, a total of 185 interhs, and

17
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residents (column 4) were training in West Virginia; but this total
represents only.65 percent of the number the state educated. Thus,
West Virginia was a net exporter of medical school graduateS. Since
graduate medical training is an important factor" in practice
location, the net export of medical school graduates hurts the
state's ability to)attract ph'Ysicians. Arkansas; Kentucky, Louisiana
and Tennessee are all marked' exporters, while Georgia and
Mississippi are moderate exporters. States do change: only two
years earlierNorth Carolina had been an exporter. .

s

TABJ, E 7

Reiideneies Offered and Filled, 19 6
4

Total,o; Total Percent Percent of Foreign,
P6sitions Positions Vacant Graduates
Offered Filled Basitions in Filled Positions

. .

Alitbatna .; '647. 541 ' 16 %. , - 17%
Arkansas 298 247 17 8

Florida. At, 4,695 - 1,60t . s 23,. .
,
f Georgia 1,110 974 r. 12 10+
Kentucky 693 ' 647 ' 7 20

Louisiana , 861 754 12t, = 16-

.? Maryland i,826 1,747 4 36
.

. 4
4

Mississippi 331 292 12 1 Si,
North Carolina L301 1,206 7 6
South Carolina 629 521 17 8

Tennessee 1,322 1,108 16 14
Texas . 3,069 2,854 .7 11NC

Virgiiiia 1;258 1,123 .11 13 VI'.

.
West Virginia 341 '..292 14

ae
. '38

SREB States 15,381 13,912. 10 e-

.

17
UnitedUnited States 64,660 60,318 7 . 26

_

Source: American Medical Association, 1977 -78 Qirectory o(4 Accredited
Residencies. Chicago, Illinois, 1978.
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TABLE 8

Medical School Orilkkand Trainhig Locationa of Interni and Residents, 1976

Remaining in
Graduating from Medical SaMe State for

Schools in Specified . Graduate Percent Remaining Total in
State Training in Same State inState

mm

Alaban4
Arkansas
Florida'

468
375
854-

-228-
198
323

49%
53
38

Georgia 926 367 40
.Kentucky -g45 -4,864 38
Louisiana 991 344 *34
Maryland 913 382 42- 9

)4issicsippi 349 166 48
North Carolina 14,022 , - ' 362 Z6 '
South Carol 406 168 . 41

Tennessee 1,190 512 43
Texas 2,247 -1,264 56
Virginia 896 335 37
West Virginia
. o

286 119 42

SREB States 11.668 5.051 43

!finites' States-trained-only

482
, 257
1,121

Total Training Within
State as Percent of

, Those Originating from
That State

834
546
543

1,45_

290
3,136

440

839
2,428
1,121

185

11,367

103%
69

131,

90
73
55-

125

83

108

,,71
108
125

65

Source: 14 i Etiuptton Journal of the American Medical Association, December, 1977, iv, 2785 and 2786_
ii-



. *Florida. is the,' greatest .importer in the region.. It attracts 31
percent more United States-educated house staff to train in Florida
hospitals than the total number of Florida-educated doctors who
are training anywherein the nation. Maryland and Virginia are
also healthy importerso

Unfiljed residincy positions dfferldditional evidence of problems
in 'graduate medical education. Despite a steady decrease of foreign
medical graduates in the United States, unfilled residency positions
dre, showing a definite decline nationally, as medical schools

4cpand faster than residencies. The region parallels the nation in
the decline of unfillehositions. As shown iaTable 7, however, the
10 percent vacant residency rate in the region exceeds the national
seven percent, rate for 1976. When viewed in conjunction with the
net _export status, unfilled residency positions signal problemi
reggding the.quality of graduate medicati education.

Hospitals not affiliatedowith medical schools have the least
attraction for residency training. Therefore, one of the ways. to
improve residencies, and thus'atfrict more doctors to train in those
-states that seek more physicians, is to proVide closer ties between
medical schools and hospitals. In both affiliated and non-affiliated
hospitals, greater emphasis on the quality of medical training will ..

reduce the number of unfilled positions.
The importance 'of residency training as an element in a

physician retention strategy ha prompted the AlaBama Compre-
hensive Health Planning Administratidri to recommend a cutback

, iq the projected expansion of -first-year medical school 'spaces, and
an increase, n the number of, residencies in family practiie and
certain other specialities.8

anion of Prithary Care Residencies r
Related to the strategy o1 generally improving the attractiveness

of residency ti1aining in exportinX states is the strategy of focusing
on expansion of family practice or other primary care residenCies.
Such a- policy relates simultaneously to the, geographic and
specialty distribution issues, since family practitioners are expectpd

to be more likely to locate in rural areas than in well-served metro-
politan centers. Southern states have been active in this regard, and

. many are promoting such residencies through direct financial
support. This marks the first full-scale financing through state
educational budgets of graduate medical education, since residency
slots in hospitals heretofore have generally been supeocted.through
other budget categories.

16
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,Kentucky, in 1976, authorized 76 primary care residencies it a

cost of $25,060 per residency. The legislation was not specific as to

whether it entailed only 76 first-year `residencies or 228 total
residencies for the: three-year training-period. Since not all the
offered positions have been filled, the projected number of first-
year residencies has now been reduced to 28, but the current,
recommendation is that funds should be appropriated to cover the
three years of training for this number at a cost of $2.2 million
annually. ..

Tennessee is planning to support.246 family practice residencies
by 1980-81 in dedentralized locations. The cost of the program has
risen from $500,006:in1975 to a current level of $2.8 million,,and is
estimated to reach $5 million in 1980. Texas is cutrenfly supporting'
127 family practice residencies, and further expansion is planned. t'

The Community' Hospital Education 'Progrtm in Florida is
. another exAmple of state support for primary care residencies in

community hospitals. Of the 10 physicians completing training
under the program in 1977, 40 percent are practicing in Florida, and

an additional 20 percent are pursuing further training in- the state.
Althoug,h.since the inception pf the program.the number of doctors
training under its auspices has increased, there is 'some concern
over drpp-out rates from family practice and pediatric ,training
programs. For fiscal 1978, the program.. will receive -almost $3

million instate funds,-
A strategy related to state financing of pnmary care residencies is

to deceetralize .inedical education through the Area- Health
Education- Center (AHEC) program in which North Carolina has
been especially,active. Participating students obtain part of their
training in hospitals in smaller cities whkre teaching relationships
ate developed between a medical school, the hospital, and
practitioners. The effect is to diminish the professional isolation

practitioners (a serious deterrent in thexast to dispersal of.

you physicians), thus enhancing these geographic areas as
practice locations. Students are exposed less to metropolitan
practice locations and more to ambulatory care, 'which may
,protript them to choose smallercommunities for final practice sites,
The prograt offers promise, although it will never serve all rural

.areas, since many are.either too small to,siipport an AHEC or are

too far fuonibmedical schools.

Dlvelopment of, arrangements whereby advanced medical
students could receive clinical training from,pracficing physians
in rural areas (rural preceptorships) constitutes another effort to

expose medical students to turdl areas and improve the chances of

their choosing such practice sites. A recent study, however, found

4
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that these preceptorships have no real impact on final location
clecisions,10 although they do entail additional costs to medical
students and raise the issue of whether compensation should be

t paid to preceptok and how much.
-

Financing Incentives

In addition to strategies that affect medical school slots and post-
graduate training programs, a variety of other strategies related to

- medical education has been .used to induce physicians to enter
underservtd areas or family practice and other primary care
specialties. Some are based on financial incentives, such as scholar=
ships or loans. The general consensus is that federal and state loin
forgiveness programs, whereby-physicians repay loans by serving
in shortage areas, have not been very,successful. One study found
that only 14 percent of federal, lbgn recipients repaid through the
service option.11 State programshave fared better, with 41 perceht
and-155 perent repayment through service rates reported in two
4iffeient studies.12 ,

. The National Health Service Corps (NHSC), which provides
scholarships repayable by vcipients' service on a year-for-year
basis in critical shortage areas, until recently was too small to have
made much impact. Under the 1970 Health-Professions Education,
Act, it has been vastly expanded, but it is too early to know
whether or not physicians will stay in the shortage areas once their
commitments have been repaid. To the extent that they don't,
critical shortage areas still-benefit with NHSC physicians who re-
place onother, as contrasted to a rack of physicians altogether:

Prefetential Admissions
,

Another strategy to redistribute physicians has
I-

been to
ioncentraie on the origin_ f mediCal students' under the assumption
that minority students or hose from rural areas will be more likely

. to serye in underserved ghetto or rural areas. A study in Michigan
did "shOW that graduatesreared in non-metropolitan areas were..'
more likely to return to non-metro areas than those who came from

large cities,13 but non-metropolitan areas art not synonymOps
with rural or critical shortage areas. Although the likelihood of
settling in rural areas was found be greater for physicians reared

'irCrural areas, still most physicians reared in theseareas (including
even general practitioners) have chosen an urban practice. 14

A



A Nation0 Planning Associaticin study found that recent
Meharry and Howard medical school graduates were more likely to

settle in centr cities than was-true for all graduates, but again this

es fit a that they are serving ghetto areas_15 .
_

,,

,AA strategy'lAsed on preferential admissions for rural or minority
studentsimpliditly assumes that fo,some extent .these "origin"
criteria _are?. to supersede academic and scientific achievement
admission *coda. Medical school cleans, however, listed this as
oneof the lea s! likely changes that they expect to occur when they

were queried abut dit'ection of medical education.16 'Recent
admissiotts.of minbrity students do not indicate any major changes

in minority reprekntation among medical graduates. In 1976;6.7
percent of the enteting class was black (9 percent for all minorities).
These first-year enrIllIments show some improvement over the 2.7
percent in 1968 (before affirrytive action plans went into effect),

. _
but are still below 'thei,11.1 percent which the black population

Constitutes Of total copulation. Among graduates last yea;, only

5-. 5 percent were black (7.1 percent fdr all minotities).17
Although the unclerreptesentation of blacks in the profession is a

serious problem,. no immediate' or dramatic increase . in 'the
percentage 'of black :enrollment is expected. The `proportion of

black alvlieants to Medical schools has varied little from 1970 to
1975. Despite the fact' That acceptance rates haVe been higher for

black applicents than fer all applicants,18 thepercentage of blacks

among the total pool of applicants has remained stable and, thus,

the percenta e of blacks accepted has risen slowly. The percentage

of black gr uat remains lower than the percentage of black first-

year studen years,earlier because of higher attrition rates for

black medical s'tudents.Zome who have studied the issue of greater
black representation in medical schools conclude, ". . .the key to
affirmative action lies in increasing the pool of qualified black

, applicants eo medical schOols."19

Market Adjustment Strategy
One possibility to effect animproved distribUtion of physicians

is to -rely on th law of supply,and demand. When 'the current
pply of p ysi ans absorbs the 190,000doctors now in training

approx a ely one -third,as many as already in practice
rkeeforces may force their dispersion. 'Some in the profession

believe.this is already happening. Major metropolitan areas are
beconi2ng saturated, and more young docto'rs arechoosing the next
tier (medium-size cities) than was true in past years. They are still

unlikely, however, to disperse to really small towns or rural areas
where they_feel Professionally isolated.

19



Otherslelievethat relying on tye market to disperse physicians
is impractical. Dr. Rashi Fein is mOng the group of economists
who point to the ability of physicians to generate their own
demand andto "overdoctce as a response to highconcentration of
physicians tri well-served areas.2°
-The almost, doubled.first -year enrollment in medical schools
too recent to have had a full impact or to permit analysis of its
impact on the distribution problem. Until the facts are known
about practice location of the expanded graduating classes of the
1970s.who are entering practice or still working their way through
the training pipeline, it is hazardous to maintain that market forces
do or do not affect the distribution Problem.

There is also uncertainty whether the increased supply of
emerging physicians will improve the distribution by specialties,
The increase in residencies In primary, care is promising, but here
too, it is too early to make definitive projections as to a reveisal of
the long-run trete toward greater. specialization.

he Costs of Medical Education

fi.

As might be expected, the expansion of medical education has
entailed a tremendous ripe in expenditures for medical schools. The
state share in financing medical education has escalated even more
rapidly. The state share of total general operating revenues for
public and private medical schools in theoUnited States rose from
31.9 percent in 1966-67 to 35.3 percent in 1975-76.

In addition to general operating revenues, state and local govern-
ments also support sponsored research and other programs, which
in 1975-76 amounted to S225inillion (see Table 9).

Since public medical school enrollments play a'larger role in the
region than in the United States (77 percent of first-year enroll-
ments in 1976-77 versus 59 percent for the United StateSt_for many
Southern _states, the financial burden is . relatively heavier than
-throughout the dation.

Although private medical schools do not exert as heavy aburden
on state bUdgets as pteblic medical schoo2"state responsibility fat
financing private schools has increased on a relatIve basis even
rnore rapidly than for public institutions. Each of the Southern
states with private schooll has in recent years aBopted capitation
,grants or contract financing through the Southern Regional Educa-
tion Board to help support or increase the number of state residerits
in private Medical schools. The cost of these programs is expected
to continue to grow, especially if private medical schools encounter
financial diffipulties.

20
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TABLE . 9

State Participation in Financing Medical Schools,
United States-, 1967 and 1976

(hi millions)-

1966-67 1975-76

Percent Percent.
Amount of Total Atiount of Total

Total General .

Operating Revenues, c

All Sources $429 100 c70 $1,772'\ 100 %

State Agpropriations
to Public Medical
Schools q33 31.0 - 627 , 35.3 =

, Grants,Stack & Lo.ai $

Subsidies to Private
Schools, and Regional
Compact Income 9.1 70 .3.9

Total State & Local.
.Revenues $142.1. 31.9 $697 39.2

.Source: "Medical Education in the United St tes, 1976-77; Journal of the
American Medical Association, Decemb r, 1977, pp. 2776-2779, and
November, 1969, p. 1486.

n err;3s.:9f state effort21 in appropriations for medical "school
ratio in 1967, eight Southern states ranked ampng the-top 15

states. By 1976, seven Southern states ranked among the top 15 (see
Table 10).

Currenisupport of medical school education in South Carolina
and Tennessee is illustrative of the iiigh proportion which nieclical
school costs comprise of total higher education state budgets. In
1977-78, the two South Carolina Medical schools 'are- slated to
receaveS51.7 million, or 28.5 percent of total state appropriations
for current operating expenses for highet education. 71* propor-

lirt tion will ri;etto 29.5 percent for the next year according 'to South
Carolina Widget and Control Board allocations.22 Over two-thirds
of the modest funding increase for higher education Is slated to go
to the state medical schools.*

Tennessee reports that in 1973 state appropriations to the public
health science \centers comprised $10 million or 7.7 percent of
higher education current operating appropriations. By 1978, this
has Mien to $287million, of 12.4 percent of the total, Futurestate

.21



.
support, by 1984-85, will add $8 million for the new "East Tennessee"
Medical School:: and $2 million for development of family practice
residency'programs.46.

Other states, especially those with new medical schools, will face
similar pressure on finanCing medical education as the requirements
'for full development of fledgling medical schools drain off modest
state appropriation increases for higher education. Additional
pressures. for fundingyf medical eduction may impinge upon state

TABLE 10

State Expehckture on Educational General Purpose
c Programs of edical SGhOolsa per $10,000 Personal

\ Income in State, 1965-67 and 1975-76

1965-67a-

Amount Rank- Amount Rank

Percent

Increase

..
Alabama $3.82
Arkansas 4.82
Florida _ 2.30

.Georgra,. -` -;2.35
Kentucky 7';31-
Louisiana 5.25
Maryland - 1.65

11
7

30

7 28
. -3
'.---6

. 33 `

. ,

$13.46 2 .
5,54 23
4.12 /3-..-:--,

4.53 27
9.07, 9
7.43 , - 13
2.66 41

252%
15
79

93
24
42
61

. L t

Mississippi ' 3.94 10 . -, 9.29 8 136

North Carolina 1.64 34 5.87 22 258

South Carolina 4.33 , 8 . 9.89 5 128

Tennessee 3.30 15. 3.70 ilt 12

Tex` s .. 3.04 17 1.4.37 1 373
Virginia 2.42 126' 6.12 . 20 153

West Virginig 5.59 5 9.76 7 75

alncluding public and'private schools, average for two years
.._ . -

Source: Carnegie Council on Policy St.ndiei in Higher Education, Purposes
and Problems in Medical and Dental 'Education. Jossey-Bass Publishers.
1976, p.361, and ''State Roles in Financing Medical Education," Journal
of Medical Education, Vol. 52,- No. 7, July, 1977, p. -607.

.



budgets if the federalcapitation grants are not continued when the
1976 Helith Professions Education Act expires in 1980. If C4Pita-
tion grants are lost, Southern medical s#hools will lose.approxi-
mately $38 million annually.

Veterans. Administration funding played a considerable role in
the recent establishment of four `of the new medical schools in the
region.. Such funding was.independent of planning 155, the Health
ResourcesAdministration of the,Public Health Service, where the.
federal responsibility lies for coordinating health manpower devel-
.opment. Several of the Southern medical schools were established
with the .aid of Veterans' Administration funding response to
politicalpressure, and ran counter to the recommendations of their
respective state higher education agencies.. While such Veterans'

,Administration funding was instrumental,in developing the new
schools, the vagaries of federal funding may eventually result in a
shift of the burden of continued support for (these schools upon
state budgets. .

Unfortunatgy, 'there are no financial shortcuts in providing _

quality medical education. Acceleration of the education prograin
from four to three years has not, caught on. Where three years are
optional, most students have Chosen the four-year option. Several
schools that tried the three-year program have reverted to the foift-
year schedule. Reducing the cost 'of medical edpcation thtcligh
substituting decentralized existing community h4pitals for new
teaching hospitals also does not seem to be a pana4ea.,The UniVek-
sity of South Florida this year is requesting fundingjog a teaching
hospital, after determining it could not do without it. There iOlso
a question of how far, mbulatory patient care settings, staffed by
part-time preceptors, may be used to provide clinical !training:
Moreover, preceptors, too, seek payment,' and students in remote
lqcations may have to be subsidized. A

The financing thropgh medical education budgets of family\:-
practice, residencies, as was discusse'd 'above, is also a, heavy
financial commitment. Although it .has the= worthy objective of
enhancing family and other, primary care specialties, it may open
the door to a4ditional requests for funding bf other residencies.
There is already a good deal of ferment in the, hospital-medical
education community as to which budgets should carry the burden
of paying residents and their facilties.,The hospitals claim that the
training ,programi constitute edUcation, while the medical schools
point ouflhat.the residents provide service which, to a large, extent,
would have to be provided by the hospital or other physicians in
some manner in the absence Of graduate medical training. Coming
at a time when there is already considerable dispute as'to whether

-Or not .educational budgets should carry the load' of graduate
t
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training, the state igher iesittation financing of family praCtice

- residencies may Ope ."Pandora's Box," in terms or additional

requests to shift financingof othe existing training programs. If the
average salary for residents is assu ed to be a modest $10,000, and
if this is shifted t9 state ducati n bud state financing,of
medical education in the region wo Id almost uble.

Summary

It is phenomenal that the umber,of edical school graduates in
the regio n has almost cii;ubl in just 10 ears. Yet the full impact
of this e*nsion has .not y t been reaches as recently established

, medical sclittinri the regi n move to th projected capacities.
The rapid expansion of Me "cal education bears witness to the
region's full commitment to provide oppol nities for 'its ybung

people.
,

The increase of medical graduates is of such r cent vintage that it

. is difficult to make definitive judgments as t whether or not
market forces will alleviate the distribution pr lem of medical .
manpower. To some extent; sheer numbers lir' encourage

-.physicians to locate in communities other than the Already well-
served metropolitan areas; yet it is, doubtful that s ch dispersion
-will reach into the hinterlands. Thus, therewill be a co tinned need
for carefully evaluated public policy strategies that encourage
,physicians to disperse. ,

One of he most obvious of such strategies is to s rengthen
graduate medical edutation, especially . in states th t have
experienced net exports of their medical schoolIraduates: I makes
no sense for a State to increase medical 'school enrollm is if
-residencies are insufficient in number or too poor in quail to

retain these students or to attract other states' graduates for fu her

training. Yet improvementsof medical residency training as wel as

support of new programs in family practice medicine inflict hea
financial burdens on educational budgets. Additionally, with t e

. probable phase-put of federal capitation grants, it is clear that stat
support of medical education will comprise a larger share of tota
spending for higher education.
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VETERINARY' MEDICAL EDUCATION

The Region's Role in Providing Education
.

The Southern states long have played an important role in
veterinary medical education. The impetus for the South's com-
mitment to the field has leen due in large part to its agricultural
base, including .the growth in the number of farm animals. The
importance of the profession in the South is attested to by the fact
that veterinary medicine is one ottle first fields of study for which
the Southern states developed ,regional cooperative agreements'
through the Southern Regional Educati6n Board.

In 1960, four .of the then 18 existing schools of veterinary
medicine in the United Stateswere in the South. In 1974-75, a
nineteenth school was added in Louisiana. In_rapid succession

- three more Southern states opened new schools MissisSippi,
Tennessee and Florida, so that now eight of the 22 schools in the
.

nation are located within thf region.24 %.

Concurrent with the development of new schools, the,South has
produced an important share of the supply. of new veterinarians.

-. As shown in Table 11; in 197Q-71, Southern schools accounted for
24 percent of all first-year enrollment§. During the current year, the
enrollment share has risen to 32 percent, slightly higher than the
population share in the 14 Southern states. By 1985, when all the,
new schools in the nation will have reached their projected first-
year classes, the Southern states will account for 709 .first-year
slots, or 32 percent of the national total. ,

Graduating veterinarians, by 1985, will show a similar increase,
,..twith a projected nation output of over 2,000 veterinarians

annually,, or two-thirds re than at the beginning of this decade.
The South's 9titput during the same period will more than double.

In terms oil access to vetetiriary medical education, enrollments
of residents of the Southern states in veterinary, programs-any-
where within the United States have been slightly lower than the
national average relative to the population.

.By 1976-77, the first-year enrollment rate per 100,000 population
for students originating from Southern states was .88; slightly
below the .98 fate for the nation (see Table 12). As might be
expected, all the states with schools of. veterinary medicine had
rates' in excess of the national average. In each period shown in

.
Table 12, however, there was at least one state with a rate in 'excess
of the national average that had no school within ifs own borders
(Arkansas in 4976-77, Mississippi in 1973-74, and Kentiicky and
Mississippi in 1970-71):

.

.
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First Year Vet
Graduat

TABLE.

Medical Enrollments and
B Region, 19704985

1970-71 1977-78, 1985 Estimated
,

First7Year Graduates First-Year 'Graduates First-Year

RegionPopulat ion
as % Of U.S.

,
Auburn
Tuskegee

- University of
Florida

University of
Georgia

Louisiana State
Mississippi State

s University of
*a Tennessee'
Texas A&M

SREB States
United States

Smith as a Per-
cent of U.S.

'105
39

69

29%

101
24
-

59

*;
126

-310

'/ 1,239
. .

-
5, I

25%

30%°

. 115.
sO

,ft
80

8&
'80

40
40

2. 1'38 .

614

1,936a-

32% ,

113
42

,

85
47

115
.65

80

86
, 80

' 65
_

,,---80

1 38

'709
2',2050

32 %

w

.

' :
12B ,,

: 341
1,432

24%

,.139

426

1,667

26%

aThis includes 25 at Mississippi State University 'enrolled in Fall, 1977 not
yet included in Health Prpfessions Schooli. Selected, Enrollment Data

a
'Based on 1976 pop,ulation
cIncludes full capacity first-year enrollment in present schools wit,hin

region, plus 1400-Tufts University, 25-Washingto8tate University, 40-
University of Minneiota and 9-University of Pennsylvania. Current dis-
cussions between Mississippi State University and the University of
Arkansas .indicate first-year class may be expanded from 65 io.over 100.

Sour.ce. HEW, Public Health Service, Health Resources Administration.
Health Professions Selected Enrollment Data, 1970-71/1,977-78.
Washington, ad., October,. 1?76.
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TABLE 12

State Residents Entering Veterinary Medicine Schools
Per 100,000 Population, 1970-71 to 1976-774nd

Per 1,000 Baccalaureate Degrees, 1976=77

. 1970-71 ;1973-74 1976-77

Per 100,000 , Per 1,000
Population Baccalaureatesa

Alabama
Arkansas
Florida

Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland

1.10*
.36'
.44

'.50*
-75
.60
.38

;" 1.07*
.49-

.44

.75*

.63

.96* -

.47

1.58*-
1.14

.49\

.82*
.93

1.46*
.60

4.07
3.43
1.56

.2.45
2.67,

. 3.49
1.54

,Mississippi .86 .91 .93 \2.28
North Carolina .37 ''' .51 .64 L52
.outh Carolina .46 .44 .49 1.30

Tennessee. , .38, .59 1.02* 2.44
Te),(as ' 1.09* 1.15.* 1.11* : 2.77
Virginia . .39 .43 .58 c 1.52
West Virginia .63 ' .62 .60 1.31

..

SREB .64 .72 .88 ." 2.30

United States .70 ..77 .98
.4 '

2.30

*States with.veterinary medicine schools operating in that year.

aDegrees as of 1974-75 I
Source. Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association, Vol.
170, No 5, p. 487, and Clarence R. Cole and LaVeme D. Khezek, A Plan
for the New England College of Veterinary Medicine, New England Board
of Higher Education, Wellesley, Mass.,1974, p. 21.
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Perhaps a more meaningful measure by which to evaluate access
of a state's residents to veterinary Medical education is the number
of admissions relative to the number of baccalaureates granted in
the state. Although a baccalaureate is not a requirement for
admission in most schools of veterinary medicine, milk applicants
do obtain such a degree, so that baccalaureate degrees serve as a
proxy for the pool of persons from which to expect veterinary
medical applicants.

On the basis of bachelor's degrees granted per state, the 1976-77
admission rate for the South was the same as the national rate
(Table 12)1 Generally,- the states with schools of 'veterinary
medicine do have higher admission rates than the SREB -state or
United States averages, although Kentucky and Arkansas, without
schools, also exceed these two averages.

As impressive as the expansion of veterinary medical education
has been, every, aspiring veterinarian will, of course, still not be
accommodated, As in other much-coveted professional fields, there
is an abundance of persons seeking entry. It has never been the case
that all applicants to professional schools will be sufficiently
qualified. If schools of veterinary medicine are to insure continued
high standards, of the profession/ it is to be expected that the
number of applicants should exceed available spaces. Also, some
who seek entry may be motivated by expected financial rewards
which will depend to some extent upon the supply and demand
balances in the market.Yet- Current applicants may licreceiving
false signals about future financial rewards, since there is a lag in
how quickly students are able to react to changed market
conditions (witness the recent glut of teacher education majors).

Finally, expansion of veterinary medical education to a level
accommodating all who might desire admission would_ be
extremely costly. Such expansion would be justified from a pilblic
policy perspective only if the foreseeable supply of veterinarians in
traditional practice areas fell short of projected .demand, or if
certain publicly-financed programs that require, veterinary exper-
tise were to be placed high on the agenda of national priorities.

Projected Demand for Veterinarians

S4ply and demand relationships for veterinarians have been
explored in numerous, reports in recent years. The importance of
determining what the current balance might be has prompted the..

,American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) to commissioit
a $200,000 study which should be completed later in 1978.

A common standard for measuring the adequacy of veterinary
trianpoWei has been on the basis of veferinarian-to-population
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ratios. Although there is no definite way of ascertaining what
constitutes the ideal ratio, two studies independently reached
similar conclusions. The 1961 study by the Senate Committee on
Government Operations suggested a goal of 17.5 veterinarians per
100,000 population.25 This ratio was widely quoted in various
studies on veterinarian needs. .

In 1972, a National AC.aderity of Sciences report (widely known
as the "Terry Report") projected a demand of 42,000 veterinarians
b 1980,26 which would represent a ratio of 18.9 per 100,000,
slightly higher than the 17.5 ratio used in earlier reports. T,p arrive
at the total National Academy projection, the number of veterinar-
ians in each type of practice or specialty was calculated separately,
according to ,relavant factors. For example, federal budgetary ,

growth was related to animal research, the number of horses_ to
equine practicei population, per capita income and pet food
production trends to small animal practice, and meat, and dairy
production to food animal practice.

The supply of active veterinarians and their ratios to population
for1970 and 1974 are shown in Table 13 and Figure 2. For 1970, the
ratio in the South was 11.6 per 100,000 population, slightly below
the 12.6 rate for the nation. By the end of 1974, the average ratio
for the United States had risen, to 13.6 (a seen percent improve-
rnent), and the Southern states' ratio had risen to 12.6 (a nine
percent gain). Southern states with ratios higher than the national
average in both years are Alabama, GeOrgia and Texas, states with
schools of veterinary medicine, and Maryland with none.
American Veterinary Medical Association. membership rose 45
percent from 1970 to 1078, indicating that the ratios of active
veterinarians shown for 1974 in Table 13 by now hive probably
risen considerably higher. .

Althotigh the current supply of veterinarians is still below the
ratios disused above, indications are that the gap will be closed
by 1985. On the basis of its "medium" assumption's, HEW's Health
Resources Administration (HRA) projects a supply'of 36,400 active
veterinarians by 1980, and 41,100 by 1985. The HRA projections,
however, are conservative, sine even on the basis of their "high"
assumptions, the number of anticipated graduates in /985 is below
current first-year enrollment in schools of veterinary medicine.27 It
is certain, therefore_that the total supply in the United States by
198$ Will meet the demand post;Aated by the National Academy
report for 1980.

The cnture demand for veterinarians may be affected by the
degree to which animal health technicians alleviate the work load
of veterinarians. Since 4he ,late 1960s,, when allied health para-
professional programs were hailed as one answer to inadequate
supplies of professional health manpower, animal technician
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TABLE 13

Active Veterinarians and Ratios to
Population, 1970 and 1974

1970 1974

*Number of Active Ratio Per Number of Activea Ratio Per

Veterifiirians 100,000 . Veterinarians 100,000

Alabama 440 . 12.8 509 14.2

. Arkansas 210. 11.0 253 12.2

Florida 850 12.4
i

.1,071 13.2

Georgia . . 620 13.4 706 14.5

Kentucky . 350 10.9 389 114
Louisiana 310 8.0 368 9.8

Maryland 640 16..3 730 17.9

Mississippi 210 , 9.7 223 9,6

North Carolina 410 8.0 463 8;6

South Carolina 200 7.8 223 8.0

Tennessee 340- 81 400 - 9.6-

Tilial-- 14:6 `L910 15;9 .-0,4540
Virginia 570 12.2 '617 12.6

- West Virginia 90 5.1 108 6.1

4.,: 4,*

SREB States 6,8'80 11.6 7,970 ,12.6

United States , 25,800 . 11.7 28,700 13,6

aEstimated from the total number of veterinarians in 197'4 on the assump-

tion that-95 percent of all veterinarians areactive. -

Source: HEW, PublicHedlth'Service, Bureau of Health Resources Admin.;
istration, The Supply ,of Health Manpower, 1974, p. 113 and Health
Resources Statistics,- 1975, p. 301, U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington. D.C.
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less than 7% d

7%-19%

20% or over"

ti

FIGURE 2

Veterinariari to Population Ratios
Percentage Increase, 1970 -1974

and 1974 Ratios

a

NOTE:fercentage incise for the U.S.: 7%-
The ratio of active veterinarians per 100,000 population, 1974, is
shown for each state. The US. ratio is 14.
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programs were developed throughout the nation. Th5AVMA has:

acct 't seven such programs within the region: Over 5,000
a technicians bast graduated from training programs in the

le States, and -over 4,000 students are now enrolled in sath

rograms:
There is little information at the present time as to how person

trained in these programs' may affect the demand for veterinarians.
To sOtne extent, these technicians are performing the sam,
functions, albeit more expertly, than assistants with on-the-ja-
trainin Historically. in all health fields, there is a tendency for

profess' als to restrict what parap Tessionals may do when

supply o rofessional,manpower tends to catch up with demand.

While it be cheaper from society's' viewpoint to train para-
profession'lls to perform certain routine duties in place of profes-
sionals, the success of such asolicy will depend on its acceptance

by the profession.
A

4. Veterinarians and Food Animals

Agricultural area spokesmen in recentyears have emphasized tlik

need for more veterinarians in _rural areas to serve the needs- of

food-producing animals, whose distribution is unrelated to that of

the human population.; yet the percent* of veterinarians in large

animal practice has declined mo ferately (see Ta &le- 15). Holk

realistic is it to expect a mart veterinarians to treat large

animals in rural areas?
Evidence about -the distribution of veterinarians throughout the

' nation indicates that concentration of food-producing animals

visibly translates into economic demand for veterinarians if and
when the concentration of such animals is great enough. In 1970,

the West North Central region of the United States had the highest

veterinarian-to-population ratio in the nation: 25 per 1,00,000, as

compared to 12.6 per 100,000 for the nation. In 1974, this relatively

sparsely populated area, with less than eight percent of the popufa-

tion: attracted 15 percent of all veterinarians because it accounted

for 30 percent of all cattle and 50 percent of the national

hog census. Thus, when food-producirig animals are sufficiently

concentrated, they do produce the economic incentive to attract

veterinarians.
Several' studies of veterinary medicine in Southern states ac1so

illustrate that when food animals become Sufficiently concentrated

in an area, veterinarians will be attracted. A southwpst Georgic

Congressional district, for example, has a,greater veterinarian4o-

population ratio than does Atlanta because of the high animal '

concentration in that farm area.28 In Keriltincky, the only crop.
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reporting area where the percentage of tfie state's veterinarians
vastly exceeds the proportion of the state's population is the
Bluegrass area, where large animals are an important pa'rt of the
economy.29 *21--
- On the whol4 howtter, in contrast to the West North Central
region, food animal concentration in the South has_not yet reached
the threshold at which it es a sufficient magnet to attract

TABLES 14 .

Food Animal and Veterinarian Distribution

Percint or Percent ofa Percent ofa Percent oft Percent ofa
Total Cattle Total Swine Broilers eterinarians U.S.

in U.S: in U.S. in U.S. in the U.S- Population
- -.4

-1976 - 1975 1975 ,1974 1974

Alabama 2.2%
Arkansas 1.8 .

1.6%
.6

13:4%
16.4

Florida 2.2 - .4 2.1

Georgia 1.8 2.6 14.2
Kentucky 2.6 2.0 .2
Louisiana 1.4 .3 1.7
Maryland .3 .4 6.1

.
Mississippi- ._1 .7 7.8
North Carolina ' .8 3.8 9.6
South Carolitta .5 1.0 .9

Tennessee 2.4 1.8 .6
Texas 12.1 1.5 5.5
Virginia _

1.2 1.3 2.6
L West Virginia .4 .1 .5

South as a Pe -

1.7To 1.6%
.8 . .9

3.7 )4.8
2.4 " 2.3
1.3 1.5
1.2 1.7
2.5 1.9

.

.8 1.1
1.6 2.5.

.7 1.3

-.1.3 1.9
6.6 5:6
2.1 2.3

.3 .8

Cent of U.S. 32 % 19 % 82 % 28% 30%

aU.S. Department of CommerJ, Statistical 'Abstract of the Ll.S. 1976,
Washington, D.C:,1976.

; ' ,i-1 ti
r

bU.S. Department pf HEW, Public Health Service, National Center for
'Health Statistics, Health Resources Statistics 1975, Washington, D.C.
1976.
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increasing proportions of large animal veterinarians. The propor-
tions ofilrarious types of food animals accounted for by the
Southern.states in 1975 are shown in Table 14. The 32 percent of
cattle accounted for by the region is only slightly above the 28
percent of the proportion of veterinarians and the 30 percent of the
population within the region. Ai example of where high food
animal concentration does punrelevant veterinary services is the
broiler industry, which is heavily concentrated in Alabama,
Arkansaf. and Georgia. In 1978.,one-third of all AVMA members
who list= "poultry" as their specialty are residents of the South.
Whenconcentrationof other food animals reaches similarlevels, it
should serve to attract veterinarians who speciqlize in large animal
practice into rural areas of the region. In the absence of such con-...
centrations, it would appear that subsidies will be required its
veterinarians are to be pulled into rural areas for large animal
practice. Increasing cefitralization of herd management in the cattle
business may also serve as a catalyst o attract veterinarians who '-

could not afford to practice in such locations if herds are, widely
scattered geographically or by ownership.-

Thth>need for a concentration .of ood animals to attract
veterinarians is important not only from the demand perspective,
but also for training veterinarians for large animal practices. One
of the problems in providing education for large animal
practitioners is the insufficiency of clinical material for students.
Schools of veterinary medicine are riot always located where food
animals are concentrated, thas.limiting-the.kkppsure of students to
sick animals, The creation of clinical centers in areas whgre the
animals are concentrated is one way to overcome this -probl
Such centers are being developed in some regions of the nation wi
shared facilities for students from various schools of veterinary
mediCine. Similar arrangements in metropolitan areas would
provide clinical material for smalf animal practice training.

The shift of veterinarians to small animal practice, both regional-
ly and nationally, as shown on Table 15, is a reflection of the
fealities,, of consumer demand for their services. Pets are
companions to humans, and contribute to their psychological well-

, being. Therefore, it is not surprising that the health care of pets in a

-society with rising incomes will determine effective gconornic4
demand for veterinarian services, and that veterinarians in
choosing a type of practice will respond to this demand while such
practice remains lucrative. Although there has been a good deal of
rhetoric about the value to society of veterinarians because of their
contribution to food animal production, today it might be realistic

_to acknowledge that the largest demand (or veterinarians is,
# actually the demand by humans for thehealth care of their pets. So

long as this nation values an economic system that is Wee to
MI II



respond to consumer _signals, the sh9t of veterinarians to small
animal practice is perfectly natural: ir

Veterinary Services in Other Areas

Approximately one-fifth of all veterinarians in the United States
are engaged in areas other than small or large .animal practice.

clucted in this group are those who teach specialized subjects, or

TABLE 15

Distriltion of Veterinirians by Small and Large
Animal Practices, 1970 and 1978

Percent in
Small Animal Practiced

Percent in
Large Animal Practiceb

,

1970 1978 1970 1978
. ,

Alabama 34% 33% 14% 12%
.- Arkansas - 30 42 16 15

'Florida -- 57 70 12 10

Georgia 35 53 '13 10 --

Kentucky 25 35 i. 41 38
Louisiana 41 55 16 .18
Maryland 26 36 10 . 10

Mississippi 33 *4 '18 25 14
North Carolina 47 64 7 9
South Carolina 39 63 6 7

a
Tennessee 42 50 22 17
Texas 35 50 17 16
Virginia 39 .52 11 9
West Virginia 41 .- 57 16 23_

SREB States 38 52 15 14
United States 38 50 23 21

aSmall animal, exclusive or over 50%.

bLarge animal, exclusive or over 50%,, including bovine, equine, and
porcine. Percentages are calculated onthe basis of total AVMA members,
active and non-active.

Source: American Veterinary Medical Association Directory.
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who work in regulatory capacities, in research, and .other areas.
Leaders in veterinary medical education suggest that it is in these
specialities that demand for veterinarians may expand in the
coming years. They .point to the increasing complexity of
regulating those substances which may have hatinful effects on
both human and animal populations. Research in prevention of
animal diseases, as opposed to the present emphasis on treating
individual specimens after they contract diseases,, is another area
that may require additional attention. All these activities, while
certainly valuable,are likely to require new governmental funding.
Until such fun ling be-6*es available, it is hazardous to predict
manpower demands which Say- or may not be forthcoming.

Summary
BY 1985, first-year enrollments in veterinary medicine in the

region will have more than doubled from 1970. The addition of
four schools or veterinary medicine in the region during the 1970s
and the expansion of existing schools will result in the South
producing a greater share of the nation's veterinarians than has
been true in past years. While not every aspiring veterinary medical
applicant will be admitted, acceptance rates for Southern
students, relative to baccalaureate degrees, now equal the national
average, and may well exceed this rate, as further expansioi of
existing schools takes place.

If a shortage of veterinarians were evident, further expansion of
veterinary medicine to accommodate additional aspirants to the
field might be justified. Current indications, however, show that
the number of .veterivrians in the early 1980s will meet the goals
established by past _studies of adequa in veterinary manpower.
Adequacy of veterinarians in terms f overall supply, however,
will not result in any_ marked redistribution to food animal or rural
area practice...The trend in veterinary medicine continues to show a
shift to small animal practice. Until the concentration of food
animal production is high enough to create an economic incentive
to attract veterinarians, it is unlikely that the additional supply of
veterinarians in the nation and the region will disperse to large
animal practices. . . ---_,.

If the experience in human medicine is to be any guide as
will happen in veterinary medicine A supply i expande
saturation o1 supply in metropolitan areas will not lead to rap
dispersion of veterinarians to rural areas or to food animal
practices. Although supply and demand forces may eventually
have the effect of dispersing ,the veterinarian supply, additional
incentives maybe needed in the meantime to spur the process. One
form for such incentives might be subsidized grin:, practide, in
rural.areass for large animal practices. l
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L6AL EDUCATION
..... to

In legarecrucation, too, the region has kept pace with the nation-
wide expansion of profeshional educational opportunities. Of the
18 law schools newly accredited by the American Bar Association
(ABA) in the last decade, eight are in .Southern states, bringing the ,---.,
,reg,ional total 44 ABA- approved law schools of the national; total
of 164. In add'tion, numerous private non-approved law schools
operate withi tht region and add their output to already
burgeoning ad ions to the bar.

The expansion of legal education, a matter of previous concern
in two studies prepared for the Southern Regional Educ4tiori Board
by Dean A. Kenneth Pye of Duke University, is detailed in Table
16.30 Since 1960, first-year enrollments in approved IAN/ schools in
the 14 Southern states have increased almost threefold, while firit
professional law degrees (J.D. and LL.B.) have quadrupled. Unlike
other' first professional programs examined in this paper, however,

,. fhe expansion has apparently Crested. In some states, first-year
enrollments have declined slightly during the last two' years, and
the number taking the .Laws school Admission Test (LSAT)
nationallrthas also declined.. To, some itenit the modest declines
may be a reaction by students to news of a crowded proftssion.

Although the pressure for entrance to law schools has leveled off,
this is not to say alit available spaces equal' the number of
applicants. There are still more 'th'an three times as many students
taking the LSAT as the number of first-yeai slots, but this
imbalance overstates the competition for admission: Dean Pye in
1975, at the zt nith rof the pressure for law school admission,
estimated that probably 20 percent of the qualified applicants were
then being turned away.31 Although no comprehensive data exist
on applicants, by states, versus adirlission results, some states have
analyzed their own situation. For exampleA a study of applicants to

'law schools in Texas in 1972 showed that only eight percent of state'
resident applicants with adequate stores ere denied 'admission,
and ,the'siumber so denied was smaller *than those with inadequate
scores who were etirolled.32 . ,

s ..
The rapid increase in law school enrollments is .having one

salutary effect, namely to'increase black representation in -the legal
profession. In 1970, according to the United States Census, only
one percent of alllawyers and judges in the nation were'black,
Since then; law school admission affirmative action programs have
had same effect on raising black representation in the profesSiOn, at .
least insofar as the new supply of lawyers is conc,erned. In 1976.77,
minorities comprised nine percent of first-year enrollments in the

. nation's ABA-approved schools. A 1977 study finds thit had
.., ,
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quantitative admission criteria been, the only factors considered;
the number of 'minority students admitted would have been 70
percent lesi.33 Therefore,, affirmative ;action ,programs relating
admissions to criteria other than LSAT's and grades appear to be
making a significant impact in encouraging blacks to entera profes- ,

sion where they continue,to be uqderrepresentyd.

TABLE 10

First-Year Enrollments andDegrees,
ABA Appioved Schools,1961-1076

Alabama
Arkansas
Florida

Georgia
Kentucky
I,ouisiana
Maryland

Mississippi
North Carolina
-South Carolina

Tennessee
Texas

West ).14rgt4

SREB States
United States

Soullias a Per-
cent of U.S.

First -Year Enrollments

1960-61. 1969-70 1975-76

1.D. and LLB. Degrees

1960-61 1969-70 1975-76

93 352 437 71 153 356

4
314 347 33. 95 183

426 1,292 1451 223 483 1,024

225 480 568 Y 110- -230 520

148 X460 593 74 168 460

293' . 754 /987 193 324 715

182. 297 560 92 87 48z:

94 203 311 63 117 .164

301 616 - 697 184 240 614 -

97 349 250 47 119 277
=

208 545 613 95. 252 536

1,019 2416 2,291 487 -937 1,789

429 652 762 229 307 704

67 103 131 42 54 103

3,641 EL 533 100 1,943 3,566 7,927

16,489 34,713 39,996; 8,963 17,085 32,597

22%, 25% 25% 22% 21% - 24%

4ourtc- Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar,,American

Bar Association, Review of Legal Education 1961. 1971iind1976.
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Pressure for new law schools, althougk abating now that enroll-
ments have crested, was sparked in some cases by a"clesire to
provide legal education to commuters and in urban centers,
especially since some 'state-supported law schools are located in
university towns away from population concentrations. Counter-
vailing this laudable objective to bring legal education within reach
of more people is the problem of whether society's demand for legal.

A: services is sufficient to justify further educational outlays. ;

The Availability of Lawyers in the Region

r F.;cpanded legal educational opportunity has len translated into
remarkable increases in members of the bar. As shown in Tables 17
and 18, almost two-thirds as many persons were admitted to the
bar in the region in the last seven years as the total number of
lawyers counted in 1970. After accounting for attrition, the number
f lawyersin the region increased 28 percent from 1970 to 1977, a
rightly larger relative gain than .for ttie nation. Larger gains in the

than in the U.S. (occurrthg in all Southern states except
ssippi, Virginia anct Georgia) were needed to offset the lower

liability of lawyers in most Southern states.

All Southern states except Maryland had a higher -population-to.
Dwyer ratio34 than the national average in each of The three time

. periods shown in Table 19. (Florida and Texas have been and
continue to be near the national average). To some extent the
higher population-to-lawur ratios in Southern states are justified
by economic factors. "Urbanization' is a proxy for several
variables that exert unique demands for legal services, namely, the
concentration of corporate headquarters, financial- instifUtions and
real estate transactions. The less urbanized South, therefore, has
tot required population -to- lawyer ratios as low .as those in some
ther parts of the nation.

Additions to state bars in recent years have somewhat narrowed
the gap in population -to- lawyer ratios in most Southern states (see
Figure 3). As shown"by comparing the 1970 and.,1977 indices of
columns 3 and 5, Table 19, all states except. Florida, Georgia,
Mississippi and Virginia have unproVed their ratios faster than the
national average. Florida and Texas have approximately the same
ratios as the national average, while Maryland has a lower popula-.
tion-tozlawyer ratio than the U.S.
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TABLE 17

Admissions to the Bar
1960)1977

1974--76

1960' 1970 Avg. Knnual

Alabama 84 128

Arkansas 47 112

Florida 452 871

Georgia 151 , 449

Kentucky , .86 180

Louisiana 180 363

Maryland 371 436

Mississippi 76 166

North Carolina 140 206

South Carolina 65 '131 -

"Tennessee 144 214

Texas 563 4 1,048

Virginia 287 396
West Virginia 52 87

SRE.I3States 2,698. 4,787

United State 10,505 e 17,922
41

,

South as a Per-:
cent of 26% '27%

3410
264

1,97

qt 932
3,9
568
03

-232
457
288

494
1,827

148

gro

a

Source: National Conference of Bar f*ainiiier. s freir Exafkiner, Vats,
)

.30; 40 and 46.
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TABLE 18

Lawyer Population,, 1970-77

.
-

-Alabama
- Arkansas,.

Ftdrida ,-,
_ . _

Georgia
Kentucky ..
Louisiana
Maryland

Mississippi
Ninth Carolina*
South- Carolina

.

Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
West Virginia

SREB States.
Lliiited States-,

South as a per-
cent of U.S.

.`

Lawyers
1970

New
Admittees
to the Bar
1970-76

Lawyers
1977'

Percent Increase,
of Lawyers
1970-77

..

3,537 1,779 4,700 33%. -....)

.2;107 -1,135 2;726- 29
11,510 ',10,650 15,561 35

6,149 4,949' 7,520 22
3,875 2,037 4',805 24 .

5,502 - 3,307 7,153 30
7,447 3,913 9,212 24

2,766 1,500 3,128- 13
4,638 2,623 6,016 30
2,379 : ;1,579 3,221 .35

. -

5,184 * 2,637 6,580 27
19,074 10,849_ 24,910' 31
6,893 4,321 7;872 14
1,820 836- 2,264 24

82,87 52,115 i05,668. 28
= 355,242 1951821 431,918 22

".23410 27% 71%

Estimated number of lawyers less retirees. ABA reports the number of
lapyers may be somewhat inflated by multiple bar memberships, judges
and honorary members, but it is presently ABA's best estimate.

Source: A 1971 Lawyer Statistical Report, and communication from
American Bar Association.
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Decrease:

less than 13'.'0 0'

FIGURE 3

Population to Lawyer Ratios
Percentage Decrease*1970-1977,

and 197Q! Ratios

450

"Contrary to the ptaCtice in medicin e nary medicine. ratios in the legal profession are cal by population per
lawyer, rather than lawyers per 1005000 Therefore a decrease in the ratio a an improvement in the availability of
professional manpower in the legal profession.

NOTE: Percentage decrease Car the United States: 13%
The population to lawyer ratio. 1977, is shown for each state, The U.S. ratio is 497.



TABLE 19

Populatio.n to Lawyer Ratios
1950-1977

1950 1970

Alabama '1,391 974. 780
Arkansas 1,055 913' 774
Florid'a _-.;_:656 590 541

GeOrgia 854 748 661
Kentucky 910 831 713
Louisiana 4,* 905 :662 537
Maryland 670 527 450

Mississippi . 1,288 802 753
North Cardlina 1,355 , 1,095 909
South Carolina 1,395 1,089 884

L
Tennessee 913 757 -640
Texas 702 587 501
Virginia 917 674 639
West Virginia 1,128. 958 804

SREB States 905 711 614
United States 696 572 497

Index of Population/
Lawyer Ratio Relative

to U.S. Average

1970 1977

Vs
170% 157 %
159 156
103 109

130 133
145 143
115 108.

92 90

140 152
191 183
190 178

132 122
102 101

- 117 129 -

167 '-162 t8

124 123
100 100

'Contrary to the practice in medicine and veterinary medicine, ratios in
the legal profession are calcula by population per lawyer, rather than
lawyers per 100,000 populatio Therefore a decrease in the ratio is an
improvement in the avallabill of professional manpower in the legal
prdfession.

Source: A. Kenneth Pye, Meeting the Needs for Legal Edulation in the
South, Southern Regional Education Board, Atlanta, 1975, p. 6,:and
personal communication, American Bar Association, 1978.
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Demand for ,Lawyezi

Much ha; been written about the need for lawyers in under-
served areas. It is indisputable that lower income families gave
limited access to Lawyers. Rural areas, too, suffer from a dearth of
legal services in comparison with the urban areas. Do these unmet
needs constitute a demand for additional lawyers?

If funding arrangements were expanded or developed to make
_legal services more affordable to those who are now underserved,
unmet needs might be translated into effective demand for lawyers.
Such arrangements include prepaid legal services through insurance
programs, union contracts orgroup legal arrangements. To date,
however, the movement in this direction has been relatively slow,
with some lfour million persons in the United States estimated to be
covered by such arrangements. Such programs do not provide vast
new opportunities for young lawyers, A national placement survey
of 1976 law graduates found only 4.2 percent of all graduates
employed in programs-for indigent or prepaid legal services.35

During ,the early 1970s there was considerable momentum to
develop legal aid services under public funding for lower.income
families. Such programs are still in operation, but have not
expanded rapidly. More ope competition between lawyer

L (including advertising and st re-front services) may result in
greater access to and therefor utilization of lawyers by persons
who could not afford Jegalri" rvices otherwise, thus creating an
additional demand for lawyers. Yet all of these changes are very
gradual and cannot be expected to create large new reservoirs of

`effective demand in the near future.
The increasing complexity of life (just in terms of the governMent

regulations and forms with which an average person must cope)
suggests that more lawyers will be needed in the future, although
this is difficult to quantify. Offsetting tendencies (no-fault
insurance, uncontested diVorces or small claims courts) may reduce I
demand but, again, these influences are not readily quantifiable.
How then may effective demand for legal services be estimated for
comparison with the fairly predictable supply of new lawyers?
Three methods are used below which yield a range of demand
estimates for 1985, depending in etch case upon the respective
assumptions.

The first method accepts the present populationllawyer ratio45
the various states under the assumption that rural-urban diffW.-
ences, which are strongly associated with demand for lawyers, will
remain fairly constant between states to 1985. Under this method
the incremental demand for lawyers depends entirely on poptilation
giowth, as projected by the National Planning,Association.36 A
five percent annuAl retirement or attrition rate of the 1977 lawyer



population is used to calculate the demand for replacement
lawyers.37 The resulting numbers of additional lawyers, by states,
that would be required through 1925 are shown in column 1, Table
20. This method yields a total demand for the region of approxi-
mately 66,500 additional lawyers for the 1978-85 period.

TABLE

Incremental Demand for Lawyers
1978-1485

Method. la Method 2b Method 3c
Estimated

Additions to
Bar, 1977-85

Alabama 2,269 4,417
Arkansas 1,382 2,766
Florida 10,813 19,869

Georgia 3,900 9,290
KintuckY 2,376 3,599
Louisiana 3,493 4,031
Maryland 4,867 5,209

Mississippi 1,748 2,681
North Carolina 3,358 9,428
South Carolina . 1,617, ' 4,145

Tennessee '3,556 6,760
Texas 21,822 22,684
Virginia 4,173 8,453
West Virginia 994 1,321

SREB.States 66,468 104,653

. 2,192 2,808
1,400 1,632

10,000 . 15,33,6

5,120 7,456
2,800 ,;-,032
3,280 4,544
5,800 5,304

aMaiiitain present population to lawyer ratios

brriecl to FIRE employment

CEmployment Security Agency

Source: See Text.

1,224 1,856
3,424 3,656
2,880 . 2,304

2,800__' 3,952
21,440 14,616
5,224. 6120

352 . 1'184

67,936 73,00



The second method ties the demand for lawyers to the number of
persons employed in each state in the finance, insurance and real
estate industries (FIRE). The number of lawyers per state has been
shown to be strongly correlated to the level of employment in that
industry.38 Development of,,FIRE is associated with the degree.pf
urbanization; therefore, estimating .demand for lawyers on the
basis of projected employment in FIRE also relates demand.to
urbanization trends. Demand for addition'al lawyers (including
replacements) through 1985 is shown in column 2, Table 20, on the
basis of projected employment in.FIRE39 in each state in 1985, and
yields a total for the region of 104,650 additional lawyers. A

The third method is the projection of average annual openhigs'for lawyers developed by the employment security agencies of the
various states under the National Occupational Employibept
Statistics Program.40 The projections reflect the current distribu-
tion of lawyers across industries, as well as projections Of total
employment in each industry in 1985. Replacement needs ere
included in the total. These state projections yield a total that is
close to that of the first method, namely, 68,000 additional lawyers
for the region through 1985 (cOlumn -3, Table 20). In Maryland,
where the current population/lawyer ratio is already among the
highest in the nation, this method yields the highest estimate of
demand of the three methods used.

The three. projections yield a range of demand from 66,400' to

--104,650 lawyers in the region through 1985, counting bpth
additional and replacement lawyers. The projected supply is shown
in column 4, Table 20, and represents an eight-year total
(1977-1985) of the average annual admissions to the bar in the
Southern states for 1974-76, as shown earlier in Table 17. For the
region, the 73,800 supply projection is considerably higher than ,

two of the remarkably close demand projections, but below the
highest one, based on employment in FIRE. Most states follow the
same pattern. Current 'evidence suggests that oversupply is the
more likely outcome, as evidenced by two of the projections, ra er
than a balance or scarcity of lawyers.

The United States Department of Labor during the past several
years has'warned of a continuing oversupply of lawyers through
jhe mid-Eighties.41 Popular anecdotes about hungry lawyers in
search of suits mirror the present saturation of - lawyers in wily,
large cities. This glut has focused attention on law as an excellent
prepara on not only for legal practice, but for administra ion of
business rid public agencies. The greater availability of egally
trained mi as, doubtlessly had the' effect of spreading legal
talent to new eas. Whether or not this solution is satisfying to
lawyers, or constitutes a. sound payoff for publicly funded legal
education, has not been established. (To the extent that a Iigal



perspective may obfuscate decision-making instead of simplifying
it, some might question this benefit.)

The survey of 1976 law graduates conducted by the National
Association for Lavi Placement_ (in which 123 ABA-approved
schools representing approximately thlee-fourths of that year's
graduates participated) found that eight percent had not found
employment by March 1977. Private practice accounted for 52
percent of those employed. Government and corporate employ
ment accounted f6r another 28 percent, although not all of these
were in pueely legal work.42

The general consensus is that graduates in the top of their classes
have no problems in finding employment. For the remainder, the
situation is highly competitive, and thus may promote dispersion
of lawyers to underserved areas. The simultaneous andwno doubt,
related occurrence of a swelling supply of jawyersand more open
competition intthe profession may well result ina gradual improve-
ment of the distribution problem.

Sunuttaiy
4

-1 t

Legal education is one professional education field in which
enrollments have already leveled off. To some extent the past surge
for admission to law schools was a reflection of tightness in other
fields. Students turned to legal education as they realized ,that the
job market was tight for graduates in the social sciences and
humanities. Yet so many of them pursued this route that the legal
profession, too, was saturated in many geographical areas.

On a regional basis, under present arrangements of paying for
legal services, there will be an ample, and probably excessive
supply of lawyers for the next decade- A few states may find a
somewhat different situation. In Texas, for example, the three
demand projections examined in this paper point to a deficit of
lawyers relative to extension of past trends of admissions to the
bar. Yet, even in Texas, with one of the lowest population-to-
lawyer ratios in the region, there is evidence of crowding in the
legal piofessiOn.

Records on admission to the bar indicate that "growth" states do
attract many candidates for admission to the bar who have been
educated in other states.43 Migration of law school graduates frOrn
other states does augment supply. The most economical alleviation
of deficits in the few states that today might not be producing as
manT attorneys as eventually they could absorb is through
migration by graduates from overserved slates rather than through

. construction of expensive new law schools.
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PAST.013JECTIVES AND NEW DIRECTIONS

Flow, then, has the South met the objectives of providing profes-
sional education? In some ways the record is clear. The Southern
states have extended opportunities to their young people for
entering the professions at least as well as the rest of the nation.
Professionalism calls for high levels of intellectual achievement and
standards of behavior,"as well as a level of commitment to-which
only selected college graduates will dedicate themselves. Whether
society can ever provide sufficient opportunities to accommodate
each aspirant to:`the professions" is highly questionable. Expansion

in the South of the educational opportunities irt the three fields
examined in this paper has been generous. Indeed in legal
-education, expansion seems to have almost surpassed student
demand, =with enrollments recently registering their first, though
modest, declines.

Minorities, however, continue -to be underrepresented in the
professions, and more emphasis is needed on improving their

preparation as undergraduates in order to accelerate their

admission to professional schools. Underrepresentation of women
no longer appears to be as serious an issue, with their percentage of
first-yearienrollments in the three fields examined in this paper up
to at lease25 percent.

Whether or not the expansion has met the second objective of
eliminating professional manpower shortages throughout the
region is a much more difficult question. In each field, improve-
ments have occurred in statewide professional manpower-to-
population ratios.-In most states, in all three fields, such improve-
ments have been larger than for the nation as a whole, thus, to
some extent, narrowing regional deficiencies. Yet gaps persiSt both

on Matewide and specific area bases, even after adjustments are
made for compensating fictors Such as lower urbanization in the
case of legal services, or fewer animal _concentrations in the case of

veterinary, edicine. In medicine, despite statewide improvements
in physician/population ratios, there is no denying that the South
continues to lead the nation in terms of critical shortage areas
scattered through rural counties in most states.

In no field other than medicine have so many different strategies
been initiated to overcome distribution problems. With typical
Aiiterican optimism and verve for finding answers, each strategy
has been embraced by some as the final solution. Strategies were
seldom pilot-tested to determine their ultimate value. Experience
suggests that no one strategy will achieve distributional objectives
but that, selectively, each may be_ useful to some extent in
encouraging some dispersal of professional manpower.
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The experience and knowledge gained through the various public
policy initiatives that have been tried in medicine may be of value
for veterinary medicine. Current concern in veterinary medicini
about wider dispersal of 'services both by type of practice and
location is reminiscent of what a decade ago prompted the various_
state and federal strategies to redistribute physicians. The
experience in medicine would indicate that there are no "quick
fixes" to the problem of distribution, and that increasing total
numbers will not quickly achieve the objective of improved
distribution. Until professional saturation in well -served areas
becomes quite high, market forces are snot likely to hasten
dispersal. Even when they do, dispersal will not gravitate in all
directions, but only to the next tier of population, concentrations.
For veterinary medicine, large animal population's in rural areas
apparently must reach some threshold of concentration before
they constitute effective demand.

Mechanisms that tie educational institutions to practitioners for
the purpose of overcoming professionarisolation (such as Area
Health Education Centers in medicine).yrill play a role in determin-
ing which of the smaller cities will betuccessful in attracting and
holding professional manpower. SuOnechanisms, however, will
not insure each remote area with Professional services. Instead,
present trends of improving access Ccii4ispersed populations in
rural areas to professional services in nearby towns via transporta-
tion and other communication modes will continue as the effective
economic response for providing professional services. In the final

__analysis, pr\ofissional services are ,highly specialized human
activities that epend upon a concentration of population that is
either resident in the area or has access to that loca tion. It will
never be economical to scatter professional services.,into every
nook and coiner.

The focus of this paper has been on quantitative aspects of
professional education numbers of first-year slots and graduates,
ratios of professional manpower to population, and so forth. This
preoccupation Tooth quantitative measures deflects attention from
what may be at least as important the quality of professional
education. In each of the professions examihed in this paper there
exist professional schools or departments within the region that
have achieved national reputations. Yet there are not many
examples. As the South enters an era when some predict it will lead
the nation in economic development, it may notbe extravagant to
pursue the goal of excellence in addition to numerical expansion.
Describing in advance of its occurrence what such excellence
consists of is a difficult task. Retrospectively: however, few Would
argue that institutions of excellence are those that are first in
research funds, that produce Nobel Prize winners and are
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synonymous with t names of nationally known scientists and

scholars. HOw many ch institutions are there hi the South now?.
What might be the sc re card fifty years hence?

Whether prospects or excellence are enhanced when the focus is

on expansion rather han quality is questionable. But state and
federal emphasi's on expanding professional education may be

largely behind us.:Thus, attention may perhaps now be shifted

away from the constant pressure of catching up numerically to the

pursuit of excellence in professional education.
The professions themselves have a - large stake in the quest for

quality as they are confronted with pressures to clean their houses.

Although malpractice suits and the accusation from the Chief

Justice of the United States that fifty percent of all trial attorneys

are incompetent may rep'resent exaggerated charges against
professions, tilt), are neverthe ss signals that not all is well. Thele
signals address themselves to ose in the professions who are

already providing service, as well as to those who are still

preparing educationally to enter these professions. Indeed, the

leadership role for expanding the hprizons of the professions, both

in terms of new knowledge andin the values that guide professional

service, traditionally has emanated from the educational sector

rather than the practicing sector of the professions. The

responsibility to respond to public demands for higher professional..

. standards falls heavily on higher education.
The` rapid 'escalation of scientific knowledge, the movement

toward recertification of physicians, and the increasing complexity

of the law are examples of pressures that cofnpel professionals to
continuous updating in their respective fields. The responsibility

for Providing continuing education in the professions is now

' . dispersed among educational institutions, professional societies,

and other private postgraduate training sponsors. The educational

institutions, tiow that they face less pressure from increasing enroll-

ments, will b in a better position to assess their roles in providing

continuing e cation for the professions,
,

The quest f excellence and the- need for constant updating if

professionals are to live up to -the .standards which the public

expects may provide the new theme for professional education in

the South, now that objectives related to numbers hive been

largely met. :
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